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A number of different researchers have reported a substantial degree of variability in how American
English /./ coarticulates with neighboring segments. Acoustic and articulatory data were used to
investigate this variability for speakers of ‘‘rhotic’’ American English dialects. Three issues were
addressed:~1! the degree to which theF3 trajectory is affected by segmental context and stress,~2!
to what extent the data support a ‘‘coproduction’’ versus a ‘‘spreading’’ model of coarticulation,
and ~3! the degree to which the major acoustic manifestation of American English /./—the time
course ofF3—reflects tongue movement for /./. The F3 formant trajectory durations were
measured by automatic procedure and compared for nonsense words of the form /’waCrav/ and
/wa’Crav/, where C indicates a labial, alveolar, or velar consonant. These durations were compared
to F3 trajectory durations in /’warav/ and /wa’rav/. In addition, formant values in initial syllables of
words with and without /./ were examined for effects of intervening consonant contexts. Results
indicated similarF3 trajectory durations across the different consonant contexts, and to a lesser
degree across stress, suggesting that coarticulation of /./ can be achieved by overlap of a stable
/./-related articulatory trajectory with movements for neighboring sounds. This interpretation, and
the concordance ofF3 time course with tongue movement for /./, was supported by direct measures
of tongue movement for one subject. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
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INTRODUCTION

In the standard ‘‘rhotic’’ dialects of American Englis
~where /./ is pronounced in all allowable contexts!, /./ has
been described as coarticulating with adjacent segments
number of interesting ways. The best known of these effe
involve vowels. For instance, vowels next to consonanta
show coarticulatory effects known as ‘‘/./-coloring’’ ~Lade-
foged, 1982; Giergerich, 1992; Bronstein, 1967!. However,
coarticulatory effects on neighboring consonants have
been described~Olive et al., 1993; Shoup and Pfeifer, 1976
Zue, 1985!. For speech recognition systems, this variabil
can result in the misclassification of nearby vowels and
consonants as /./ ~Espy-Wilson, 1994!.

This paper is concerned with acoustic and articulat
aspects of the way consonantal /./ interacts with adjoining
consonant and vowel segments in ‘‘rhotic’’ varieties
American English. Because /./ as produced by American En
glish speakers appears to involve several articulators ac
in concert and shows wide variability in articulatory config
ration between speakers, we concentrate on analysis of
sistency in its acoustic signature. The results we describe
important for phonological descriptions of American E
glish, and for the design of speech recognition systems
well as for models of motor control in normal and disorder
speech.

A. Acoustics of / ./

The most salient feature of American English /./,
whether consonantal or vocalic, is its lowF3, which can
range between 1100 and 2000 Hz but which is normally
3741 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 101 (6), June 1997 0001-4966/97/101(
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the region of 1600 Hz for both men and women~Espy-
Wilson, 1992, 1994; Nolan, 1983; Lehiste and Peters
1961; Lehiste, 1962; Zue, 1985; but cf. Hagiwara, 1995
an examination of male-female differences!. For other seg-
ments of American English, the typicalF3 range occurs be
tween 2100 and 3000 Hz~Peterson and Barney, 1952; Shou
and Pfeifer, 1976!. Typically, theF3 transition between sur
rounding segments and /./ shows a marked trajectory o
movement beginning at 2000 Hz. When /./ is surrounded by
sonorant segments, a completeF3 trajectory representing
movement toward and away from the articulatory configu
tion for /./ can be seen. For all types of /./ this trajectory
resembles an inverted parabola. In general, it is reasonab
assume that the time course of frequency change inF3 be-
low 2000 Hz reflects the time course of articulatory mov
ment specific to /./. In other words, a parabolicF3 trajectory
below 2000 Hz reflects /./-related movement.1

In a study of semivowels, Espy-Wilson~1992, 1994!
found that when lowering to 2000 Hz or below was used
a criterion for /./ identification in a speech recognition sy
tem, segments adjacent to /./ were routinely misidentified as
/./ proper. This result reflected the fact thatF3 values were
frequently lowest on these adjacent segments, whileF3 val-
ues during the segment transcribed as /./ were somewhat
higher. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 1, whic
shows a spectrogram of the word ‘‘everyday’’ spoken by
native American English speaker. The results of a forma
tracking program~Espy-Wilson, 1987! have been superim
posed on the spectrogram. Vertical lines in the phonetic tr
scription at top show the boundaries of /./ and neighboring
segments as assigned by a standard acoustic segmen
37416)/3741/13/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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procedure~Seneff and Zue, 1988!.2 Note that this word
shows a full, parabolicF3 trajectory typical of /./. Two other
facts stand out:~1! the lowest point ofF3 ~which we noted
above probably corresponds to the most extreme /./-related
movement! occurs during the preceding fricative, and~2!
inside the boundaries assigned to /./ proper we see the rising
portion of the acoustic /./ trajectory~corresponding to offse
from the articulatory extremum!. Thus ‘‘variability’’ in the
instantiation of /./ for this word appears to involve variabilit
in the way the articulatory movement~and associated acous
tic parabolic trajectory! is placed with respect to segment
boundaries. Additionally, theF3 trajectory appears continu
ously through articulation of the labial obstruent.

B. Models of coarticulation

Classically, coarticulation is defined as an assimilat
in the articulation of one segment, a ‘‘target’’ segment, a
result of a neighboring ‘‘home’’ segment. It is said to occ
when the effects of one segment show up during produc
of another segment. Physically, coarticulation may be ma
fested as a change in dynamic characteristics of movem
~shape/displacement/duration of the articulatory movem!
as well as change in placement within the vocal tract. B
cause articulatory postures are attained dynamically, thro
movements whose trajectory exhibits a defined onset, ex
mum, and offset, trajectory duration may increase as a re
of a longer onset, a plateau of movement at the extremum
a longer offset. Shape may change as a result of durati
change in any of these components, or because of chan
the displacement of the movement.

Current theories of anticipatory coarticulation, i.e., co
ticulation between a target and a following home segme
explain these effects in one of two ways. In one approa
known as the ‘‘feature-spreading’’ or ‘‘spreading’’ accoun
the underlying articulatory plan~including trajectory of
movement, placement of movement in the vocal tract, e!
for producing the target segment has been altered from

FIG. 1. Spectrogram of the word ‘‘everyday’’ with formant tracks overla
and phonetic transcription at top. Arrows indicate boundaries assigned t
/./ by the segmentation procedure. The lowest point ofF3 occurs outside of
the boundaries assigned to /./ by segmentation procedure.
3742 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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form it would take if it were bordered by different neighbo
ing segments; in other words, articulatory plan varies by s
mental context~Daniloff and Moll, 1968; Hammarberg
1976; Kent and Minifie, 1977; Keating, 1988; also see P
kell and Matthies, 1992, among others!. Articulatorily, this
conception has two critical assumptions:~1! coarticulatory
effects occur because articulatory postures associated
the ‘‘home’’ segment are achieved over an extended pe
of time ~longer than required for the home segmentper se!,
and~2! the degree of coarticulatory change will vary accor
ing to the difficulty of sustaining simultaneously th
‘‘home’’ and ‘‘target’’ articulatory postures. In particular, i
is assumed that if the ‘‘home’’ and ‘‘target’’ specification
are easy to reconcile, the two segments will be coarticula
for a longer period of time, while if the ‘‘home’’ and ‘‘tar-
get’’ are difficult to reconcile~an articulator directed to be in
two places at once, for instance!, there will be less coarticu-
lation. For example, lip retraction required for the vowel /{/ is
considered to conflict with coarticulatory spreading of
rounding~Hammarberg, 1976; Perkell and Matthies, 199!.
In contrast, anticipatory spreading of coarticulation is e
pected to be at a maximum when adjacent segments inv
different articulators. For instance, anticipation of tong
movement for vowels such as /{/ or /Ä/ is considered to be
maximal when the preceding consonant is a labial, since
tongue is theoretically free to move~Harris and Bell-Berti,
1984!. Moreover, unrounded consonants such as /2/ and /#/
are often assumed to be potentially compatible with round
coarticulation~cf. Perkell and Matthies, 1992; Boyceet al.,
1990 for overview!. Predictions of coarticulatory effect ar
less clear when adjacent segments require movement by
same articulator in similar but not identical directions or
similar but not identical positions in the vocal tract. Inves
gators looking at cases such as the interaction of tongue
sum movement for /É/ or /{/ and adjacent /%/, have concluded
that the~observed! articulatory trajectories of both tend to b
affected, according to constraints on individual segme
~Recasens, 1985!. A schematic illustration of one version o
the spreading model, showing the contrast between mo
ment for isolated segments versus segments in contex
illustrated in Fig. 2~a! and ~b!.

A different view, known as the ‘‘coproduction’’ ap
proach, is that much of what we call coarticulation can
explained, not by changing the segmental articulatory p
but as the result of overlap and consequent ‘‘blending’’ b
tween ~unaltered! articulatory plans for adjacent segmen
i.e., specified articulatory trajectories for adjacent target a
home segments combine to produce a movement trajec
that is intermediate between them~Munhall and Lofqvist,
1992; Gracco and Lofqvist, 1994!. Arguments using articu-
latory and acoustic data to support this view have been
vanced by Harris and Bell-Berti~1984!, Gelferet al. ~1989!,
Boyceet al. ~1990!, Browman and Goldstein~1986!, Brow-
man and Goldstein~1990!, Bell-Berti and Krakow~1991!,
Fowler ~1993!, and Bell-Bertiet al. ~1995! among others.
This model is schematized in Fig. 2~c!. Some critical as-
sumptions of this view include~1! the underlying motor pro-
gramming for articulatory movement to and from the ext
mum articulatory configuration remains relatively stab

he
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across segmental contexts, and~2! underlying trajectories
must be deduced from observed trajectories by judicious
amination of observed trajectories across different segme
contexts. An important aspect of this view is that the spee
motor system prefers to maintain segmental plans, and st
trajectories, when possible. Proponents of the coproduc
viewpoint have also suggested that accommodation to
particular requirements of segmental context may be acco
plished by displacement, or ‘‘sliding’’ of articulatory move
ment trajectories away from their home segment; in oth
words, the extremum of the articulatory posture, and thus
spatiotemporally stable onset, extremum and offset, can
shifted in time~Browman and Goldstein, 1986, 1990!. For
instance, difficult interactions between specifications on
jacent segments may be mediated by changing the spacin
associated articulatory movements in time. Changes
speech rate, stress, and syllable position, etc. may be acc
plished either by changes in the segmental articulatory p
~Gracco and Lofqvist, 1994! or by ‘‘sliding’’ ~Browman and
Goldstein, 1986, 1990!.

In general, data suggesting changes in articulatory
jectories due to context~and not attributable to blending!
would constitute support for the ‘‘spreading’’ approac
while data suggesting stable trajectories would constit
support for the ‘‘coproduction’’ approach. For /./, it is rea-
sonable to assume that changes in the acoustic trajectory

FIG. 2. A schematization of two viewpoints of coarticulation:~a! individual
gestures for a consonant and /./, ~b! coarticulation based on one version o
the spreading model~Perkell and Matthies, 1992!, ~c! coarticulation based
on the coproduction model.
3743 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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cific to /./ will reflect changes in the articulatory instantiatio
of /./. Thus, the spreading model predicts that we will s
changes in the duration and/or shape of acoustic /./ trajecto-
ries across segmental context. In contrast, the ‘‘coprod
tion’’ model predicts stability in the /./-relatedF3 trajectory.

This issue is particularly important for /./, because the
use of ‘‘retroflex,’’ ‘‘bunched,’’ and ‘‘mixed’’ versions of /./
~which use different combinations of tongue tip and tong
dorsum to make constrictions along the palate! varies in a
nonobvious way among the population~Delattre, 1967;
Delattre and Freeman, 1968; Bernthal and Bankson, 19
Lindau, 1985; Hagiwara, 1995; Westburyet al., 1995;
Narayananet al., 1997!. Further, complex interactions be
tween pharyngeal constriction, labial constriction, and diff
ent types of tongue constrictions during /./ makes coarticu-
latory conflicts hard to predict. Given these cavea
however, we can make the following generalizations.~1! For
all /./’s, we might expect coarticulation to occur most free
~and in the spreading model, trajectory duration/shape
change the most! when adjacent segments do not involve t
tongue at all, i.e., labial and glottal consonants.~2! In addi-
tion, we might expect that the /./ variant used by the subjec
would affect the way /./ coarticulates with surrounding seg
ments. For instance, a subject who uses his tongue tip
marily to make an oral cavity constriction for /./ in a vocalic
context might show different contextual effects on the./
trajectory when neighboring segments involve the tongue
versus the tongue dorsum. A similar argument can be m
for subjects who use primarily the tongue dorsum during./.
Speakers may also respond to the difficulty of sequencing./
with alveolar or velar consonants by alternating between./
variants according to context~Espy-Wilson and Boyce,
1994!. Each of these possibilities~and others not mentioned!
suggests different scenarios, depending on the partic
characteristics of the /./ variant used, and the particular a
ticulatory interactions involved. Thus although much r
mains unknown about how /./ coarticulates with surrounding
phones, it seems reasonable to assume that~1! for purposes
of the spreading hypothesis, labial contexts provide few
challenges to coarticulation than velar or alveolar conte
and ~2! if context has any effect, we might expect this
emerge in a comparison of the shape and duration of
F3 trajectory for /./ across vocalic, labial, velar, and alveol
contexts.

I. GENERAL METHODOLOGY

Data for this study include acoustic signal data record
from seven speakers~three female and four male! and articu-
latory tongue movement data recorded from one of the m
speakers. Articulatory data were used to confirm method
ogy and conclusions from acoustic data. Methodology a
results specific to the acoustic data are described in exp
ment 1. Methodology and results specific to articulatory d
are described in experiment 2. Methodology shared betw
experiments is described below.

Seven speakers produced five repetitions of experim
tal nonsense words /wÄvrÄv/, /wÄbrÄv/, /wÄgrÄv/, /wÄdrÄv/,
and five repetitions of the control nonsense words /wÄrÄv/,
/wÄwÄv/, /wÄvÄv/, /wÄbÄv/, /wÄgÄv/, and /wÄdÄv/. Each
3743S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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nonsense word was produced in two stress conditions:
stress on the first syllable~initial stress! and with stress on
the second syllable~final stress!; e.g., /’wÄrÄv/, /wÄ’rÄv/. As
a control for nonsense word effects, three speakers prod
five repetitions each of a smaller set of real words structu
to resemble a representative sample of the nonsense w
e.g., ‘‘Africa,’’ ‘‘begrime,’’ and ‘‘barometer’’ plus cases of
word-initial and word-final /./ such as ‘‘rob’’ and ‘‘bar.’’ All
words were embedded in the carrier phrase ‘‘Say ———
me.’’

The subjects produced the experimental stimuli in
same order five times with reference to a handheld paper
For all subjects except RD, acoustic signals were digitize
16 kHz on a SUN workstation via theESPS/WAVESsignal
processing software. For subject RD, the acoustic signal
digitized at 10 kHz on a DEC workstation via theMITSYN
signal processing software. For analysis, the signals w
transported to a SUN workstation and subjected to sig
processing usingESPS/WAVES.

Subjects were speakers of fully rhotic versions of st
dard American English from Missouri, western Massach
setts, upper New York state, western Pennsylvania, Mic
gan, Philadelphia, and Washington state. Speakers w
instructed to produce words at a self-selected comforta
and consistent rate, in a natural manner, and were give
short practice session. Of the seven subjects, four~three fe-
males and one male! were phonetically sophisticated, thre
~all males! were not. At the time of recording, speakers HS
BS, and MS had some notion of the purpose of the study;
four male speakers HD and RD had none.3 The experimental
nonsense words were designed to include cases with la
alveolar, and velar consonants before /./. The control words
were included to allow analysis of the formant trajector
characteristic of these consonants as well as those of
labial most like /./ ~/4/! and of /./ itself. Additionally, the
comparison between /,/ and /4/ provided a rough indication
of the extent ofF3 lowering attributable to rounding. Seg
ments following /./ in the experimental nonsense words we
the same across words, allowing consistent compariso
the raising portion of theF3 trajectories. The experimenta
words /wÄbrÄv/ and /wÄvrÄv/ were expected to present th
most favorable conditions for coarticulation of /./; that is, we
expected that if ‘‘spreading’’ of /./ articulation occurs, these
words would show longerF3 trajectories~and presumably
longer articulatory trajectories! than those for words with
singleton /./. If articulatory movements for a segment a
spatiotemporally stable, as predicted by the coproduc
model, then we expected trajectories to be the same as t
for words with singleton /./. The words /wÄgrÄv/ and
/wÄdrÄv/, because /,/ and /$/ involve the tongue, were ex
pected to represent more difficult coarticulatory challeng
The spreading model predicts that /./ trajectories in such
words would be shorter than in control words such
/wÄrÄv/, or words with labial consonants such as /wÄvrÄv/.
3744 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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II. EXPERIMENT 1: ACOUSTIC INVESTIGATIONS

Acoustic data were used to determine~a! whether stress
and consonantal context affectF3 trajectory durations, and
~b! if changes in stress, context, and/or trajectory durat
may affect the shape ofF3 trajectories.

A. Methodology

All subjects except RD were recorded in a sound-trea
room using a Sennheiser directional microphone and a h
quality Yamaha audio cassette tape recorder. Subject
was recorded in a quiet hard-walled room using a hig
quality SONY directional electret condenser microphon
The acoustic signal for RD was recorded digitally on li
using theMITSYN signal processing software.

Formant tracks were computed for all the utterances
ing theESPS/WAVESformant tracker and a 10-ms frame rat
Alignment between formant tracks and spectrograms w
handled automatically as part of theWAVES program. For the
purpose of analyzingF3 trajectory duration and shape, th
formant tracks were edited by the two authors working
gether to eliminate noisy or erroneous data points as
scribed below. To cut down on editing, for each word t
three tokens best analyzed by theWAVES formant tracker
were chosen~in some instances, more tokens were include!.
Files containingF3 values from edited formant tracks we
transferred to a Macintosh IIsi computer and analyzed us
standard graphics and statistics programs.

All editing was done by visual reference to spectrogra
for each token with results of the formant tracker superi
posed, and power spectra where appropriate. Figure 3 sh
illustrative spectrograms with superimposed formant tra
for tokens /wÄrÄv/, /wÄvrÄv/, /wÄdrÄv/, and /wÄgrÄv/ pro-
duced by speaker JM. Several steps were involved in edi
the formant tracks. First,F3 tracks during the word-initial
/4/ were deleted. The criterion for the start of the followin
vowel ~V1! was the beginning of strong energy inF1. Sec-
ond, F3 tracks during the word-final /3/ were deleted. The
criterion for the end of the second vowel~V2! was the end of
strong energy inF1. If the formant tracks appeared contin
ous and unambiguous, as in panel~a! of Fig. 3, no further
editing was done. If theF3 tracks during the intervocalic
obstruents were noisy, as in panel~c! of Fig. 3, the frequency
values were deleted while maintaining the correct spacing
time between retained values. The criterion for deletion
frequency values wasF3 spectral amplitude 30 dB or mor
below the amplitude at the lower frequency spectral pe
Parts~b! of the two panels of Fig. 4 show examples of edit
formant tracks with and without deletion of noisy value
Note that because the initial and final consonants are el
nated from the edited version, the edited versions are sho
than the spectrographic version.

In some cases obstruents were produced with incomp
vocal tract closure, and the formant tracker was able to de
consistent and appropriateF3 values in at least some portio
of the acoustically defined closure interval. These valu
were retained under any one of the following conditions:~a!
there was little or no stop burst,~b! energy at low frequencies
was present throughout the closure interval, and~c! the time
course of the formant tracks was similar over the five rep
3744S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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FIG. 3. Spectrograms of~a! /wÄ’rÄv/, ~b! /wÄ’vrÄv/, ~c! /wÄ’brÄv/, and~d! /wÄ’grÄv/ produced by speaker JM. Arrows point to syllabic peaks found dur
the first syllable by an automatic procedure.
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tions produced by each speaker. A relatively unambigu
example of this type can be found in the left panel of Fig.
In some cases, the formant tracker incorrectly assigned
ues belonging toF3 as belonging toF2 or F4; these values
were replaced by the correct values. Additionally, there w
ambiguous cases in which the formant tracker identified
ergy simultaneously at two points in the spectrum wh
might plausibly reflectF3. Examples of these cases a
shown in panels~b! and ~d! of Fig. 3. ~Generally, the two
paths would be represented as belonging toF2 andF3, or
F3 andF4, or some mixture of the two.! Almost invariably
in these cases of ‘‘double’’ paths, one track resembled
pattern of F3 seen during the closure in control word
/wÄdÄv/, /wÄgÄv/, /wÄbÄv/, /wÄvÄv/, while the visible por-
tion of the other track resembled the pattern seen for /./ in
/wÄrÄv/. Our strategy for dealing with these cases is d
scribed below~see Sec. II A 1!. In uncertain cases, forman
values were determined to be valid or invalid by referring
formant patterns in the control utterances, including /wÄrÄv/.

1. ‘‘Double’’ F3 paths

Cases in the data with discernible ‘‘double path’’ res
nances~i.e., there were two simultaneous resonances
might be calledF3! occurred in all consonant contexts, fo
both stress conditions, and for all speakers. Parallel case
‘‘double’’ trajectories for representative tokens of /’wÄvrÄv/
3745 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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~produced by speaker RD!, and /wÄ’drÄv/ ~produced by
speaker JM!, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These are co
trasted with representative tokens of /’wÄrÄv/ or /wÄ’rÄv/,
and control words /’wÄvÄv/ or /wÄ’dÄv/, as appropriate. In
the /’wÄvrÄv/ case, energy was present throughout the fri
tive constriction, and formant tracks for both paths were re
tively continuous. In the /wÄ’drÄv/ case, the formant track
show evidence of both paths, but in a less continuous fa
ion.

The pattern shown by resonances in the range 15
2500 Hz during the intervocalic intervals of /’wÄvrÄv/ ~Fig.
5! is typical. At the end of the initial vowel~V1! two reso-
nances appear that might be labeledF3; these are greatly
attenuated during consonant constriction~depending on the
degree of constriction! but may still be discerned in the sig
nal. As can be seen, the ‘‘lower path’’ resonance trajectory
/’wÄvrÄv/ is quite similar to what we see for theF3 trajec-
tory in the control word /’wÄrÄv/. However, if we follow the
‘‘upper’’ path resonance trajectory, two points stand out:~1!
that the falling-rising portion of the trajectory is muc
shorter than that seen in /’wÄrÄv/ and occurs a considerabl
time after the end of V1, and~2! that immediately after the
end of V1, and during the /3/ constriction, the ‘‘upper path’’
resonance trajectory resembles theF3 values tracked during
the /3/ constriction in /’wÄvÄv/. The ‘‘double’’ resonance
pattern of the /wÄ’drÄv/ token shown in Fig. 6 bears a sim
3745S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./



FIG. 4. ~a! Spectrograms of /wÄ’brÄv/ produced by JM~left panel! and /wÄ’drÄv/ produced by HSS~right panel! with formant tracks overlaid.~b! Edited
F3 tracks.~c! Smoothed and/or interpolated editedF3 tracks with automatically determined inflection points indicated with arrows.
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lar relationship to theF3 trajectories of /wÄ’rÄv/ and
/wÄ’dÄv/. In this case, however, while the initial lowering o
F3 at the end of the vowel is evident, there are miss
values during the /$/ closure. As with the /’wÄvrÄv/ case
discussed above, the observable portion of the lower p
aligns well with the F3 trajectory visible in /’wÄrÄv/,
whereas the ‘‘upper’’ path trajectory resembles that of the$/
in /’wÄdÄv/. The shorter duration of the fall–rise portion o
the ‘‘upper path’’ trajectory can be attributed to constricti
narrowing for the contextual consonant rather than
slower articulation of /./. Altogether, it seems clear that th
‘‘upper path’’ trajectory in these situations reflects the infl
ence of the obstruent preceding /./, while the ‘‘lower path’’
trajectory reflects the influence of the /./. ~Presumably, the
variation we see in whether ‘‘double’’ resonances can
discerned in the signal, and whether the ‘‘upper path,’’
‘‘lower path’’ resonance is stronger, can be attributed to n
mal token-to-token variation in the articulation of consona
3746 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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and /./ segments.! This reasoning was confirmed by articul
tory data from RD~see Sec. III!. Thus, the ‘‘lower path’’
F3 trajectory was the object of measurement in all cases

2. Identifying trajectory end points

Because visual identification of trajectory beginning a
end would be subject to experimenter bias, an automatic
cedure was developed to identify trajectory beginning a
end points for the /./-relatedF3 trajectory of initial- and
final-stress tokens of the /wÄrÄv/, /wÄbrÄv/, /wÄvrÄv/,
/wÄdrÄv/, and /wÄgrÄv/ nonsense words. Typically, trajecto
ries in these data show some gradual lowering and rais
movement on the periphery prior to, and following, an ide
tifiable ‘‘bend’’ associated with /./. We defined trajectory
edges as inflection points at these ‘‘bends,’’ and duration
the trajectory as the time between inflection points. Our p
gram found these inflection points based on a combinatio
the first and second differences of theF3 trajectory. When
3746S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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two competing inflection points were found, the more p
ripheral was used. Minor local perturbations in theF3 tracks
were smoothed by hand, and missing values~corresponding
to ill-tracked or noisy values eliminated during editing! were
filled in by a simple linear interpolation algorithm, producin
a continuous trajectory. Parts~c! of Fig. 4 show examples o
interpolatedF3 tracks where the interpolated values are
dicated by filled squares. Arrows show inflection points
found by this algorithm.

Variability due to the automatic procedure was of tw
types. First, because the automatic procedure was forbid
to assign trajectory beginning during the interpolated p
tion, and trajectory beginning was typically identified on t
left edge of the interpolated region, the automatic proced
tended to find slightly longer trajectory durations for /C
word tokens with noisy consonant closure intervals, in c
trast to measurements for tokens with voicing through
consonant closure interval or for singleton /./ words. Second,
minor differences in trajectory slope on the right and l
edges could affect the determination of inflection poi

FIG. 5. ~a! Spectrogram of /’wÄvÄv/ with formant tracks overlaid.~b! Spec-
trogram of /’wÄvrÄv/ with formant tracks overlaid that show two paths fo
F3 during the /3/. ~c! Comparison of formant tracks taken from one token
/’wÄrÄv/ and from /’wÄvÄv/ and /’wÄvrÄv/. Data are from speaker RD
Note that part~c! is repeated in Fig. 9 which shows alignment with artic
latory data.
3747 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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~Slope was in turn dependent on theF3 values for initial and
final vowels, which were idiosyncratic to speaker as well
to degree of vowel reduction and stress.! An error of 1
sample point in locating trajectory end points correspond
to an error of 10 ms, due to the 10-ms frame rate for
formant tracker. Tokens where the automatic proced
missed a visually identifiable peripheral inflection point we
adjusted by hand. We estimate error conservatively at620
ms for each trajectory end point. Thus two trajectories
equal duration might conceivably be measured as differ
by 40 ms. Figure 7 illustrates the typical situation fou
across tokens for all subjects in our study. Although t
token of /wÄ’rÄv/ and two tokens of /wÄ’vrÄv/ produced by
speaker HD have extremely similarF3 trajectories, and vi-
sual measurement would identify very similar trajectory b
ginning and ending points, sensitivity to minor differences
slope caused the automatic procedure to calculate the d
tion differences between inflection points~i.e., the trajectory
durations! as 180 ms for the singleton /./ token ~inflection
points indicated by open arrows! versus 220 and 230 ms fo
the two /3./ tokens~inflection points indicated by filled ar

FIG. 6. ~a! Spectrogram of /wÄ’dÄv/ with formants tracks overlaid.~b!
Spectrogram of /wÄ’drÄv/ with formants tracks overlaid that show two path
for F3 during the /$/ closure.~c! Comparison of formant tracks taken from
one token of /wÄ’rÄv/ @the spectrogram of this token is shown in Fig. 3~a!#
and from /wÄ’dÄv/ and /wÄ’drÄv/. Data are from speaker JM.
3747S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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rows!. The token of /wÄ’grÄv/ illustrated in Fig. 8 is anothe
case in point; although the similarity between /wÄ’grÄv/ and
other tokens is patent, a slightly more gradual slope along
right-hand edge caused the /wÄ’grÄv/ token trajectory dura-
tion to be computed as 250 ms.~Other tokens of /wÄ’grÄv/
for this subject showed similar trajectories but were m
sured at 210 and 190 ms.! Similarly, the durations of the
remaining trajectories in Fig. 8 vary between 160 ms~in the
case of /wÄ’rÄv/, inflection points indicated by filled arrows!
and 200 ms~in the case of /wÄ’brÄv/, inflection points indi-
cated by open arrows!. Random pairings of tokens across t
dataset for all speakers showed parallel patterns of varia
ity. Thus, our measurement procedure appeared likely
overestimate the true variability of the dataset. Although t
was not ideal, any findings of consistent behavior were
likely to be artifactual in nature.

B. Qualitative and quantitative results

The feature-spreading account of coarticulation pred
that theF3 trajectory for /./ will vary in trajectory shape and
duration across contexts~although its visibility may be ob-
scured at points by token-to-token variation and by

FIG. 7. EditedF3 tracks of one token of /wÄ’rÄv/ and two tokens of
/wÄ’vrÄv/ produced by HD. Arrows show automatically assigned inflect
points.

FIG. 8. EditedF3 tracks of one token of /wÄ’rÄv/, /wÄ’vrÄv/, /wÄ’brÄv/,
/wÄ’drÄv/, and /wÄ’grÄv/ produced by JM~smoothing and interpolation are
not shown!. Spectrograms of these tokens are shown in Fig. 3 and part~b! of
Fig. 6.
3748 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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acoustic effects of neighboring sounds!. In contrast, the data
showed consistent evidence of trajectory similarity across
dataset. This similarity was maintained between tokens
the same word, across different consonant contexts, and
large degree across stress.

1. Shape of F3 trajectory

Figure 7 shows editedF3 tracks~before interpolation or
smoothing! extracted from one token of /wÄ’rÄv/ and two
tokens of /wÄ’vrÄv/ spoken by subject HD. All tokens ar
lined up at the beginning of V1, which was of approximate
the same duration for each. It is clear that theF3 trajectories
of the /wÄ’vrÄv/ tokens show extremely similar falling–
rising shape and duration, as predicted.@To emphasize the
similarity between these trajectories and that for /wÄ’rÄv/
~which does not include a consonant interval!, theF3 trajec-
tory for /./ in /wÄ’rÄv/ was shifted to the right by 30 ms.#
This token-to-token similarity inF3 trajectory shape was
consistent across the dataset, although for some tokens
trajectories might begin earlier or later in time. A simila
picture for tokens of different consonant-/./ combinations
and singleton /./ can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows th
editedF3 tracks taken from one token each of /wÄ’vrÄv/,
/wÄ’brÄv/, /wÄ’grÄv/, /wÄ’drÄv/, and /wÄ’rÄv/ for the same
subject. The tokens of /wÄ’vrÄv/, /wÄ’grÄv/, and /wÄ’brÄv/
are lined up at the beginning of V1. For all tokens exce
/wÄ’drÄv/, the duration of V1 and of the occlusion interv
were approximately the same.~Here theF3 trajectory for /./
in /wÄ’rÄv/ was shifted to the right by 70 ms.! Because for
this token of /wÄ’drÄv/ the vowel and occlusion interva
were slightly shorter than those for the other tokens,
/wÄ’drÄv/ trajectory was shifted to the right by 20 ms. Spe
trograms~with formant tracks superimposed! of these words
are shown in Figs. 3 and 6. The similarity in both shape a
duration of the trajectories is striking. This similarity wa
repeated for each speaker’s data across the dataset.

2. Duration of F3 trajectory

The consistency of trajectory durations was tested sta
tically as follows. TheF3 duration values were entered in
analyses of variance using the factors speaker~HD, RD, WJ,
JM, SS, MS, BS!, stress~initial or final!, and context~/"/,
/$/, /,/, /3/, or /./!. The hypotheses being considered were~1!
whetherF3 trajectory duration differs as a function of stre
condition, and~2! whether F3 trajectory duration differs
across contexts~speaker-to-speaker differences were e
pected!. Because of correlations naturally existing acro
data from particular subjects, particular items, and particu
stress patterns, we elected to treat each of these factors
correlated variable in a repeated measures analysis of
ance. Separate ‘‘subject’’ and ‘‘item’’ repeated measu
analyses of variance were performed using, respectiv
subject variability, consonant context variability, and stre
variability as the error term. The subject analysis used c
text and stress as ‘‘within,’’ or ‘‘repeated’’ measures whi
speaker was a ‘‘between’’ or ‘‘grouping’’ factor. The item
analysis used context and stress as ‘‘between’’ variab
while subject variability was a ‘‘within’’ measure. Becaus
3748S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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for subject RD data from /"./ was not collected, the item
analysis context factor included /3./, /$./, /,./, and /./. The
dependent variable in all cases was duration of theF3 tra-
jectory. For both sets of analyses, individual cells were r
resented for each analysis by means across tokens for a
ticular subject3context3stress combination. ~Standard
errors of tokens within all combinations exhibited a range
0–25 ms, with a mean standard error of 9.96 ms.!4

Overall, context was not significant in either analys
~subject: df54,23, F51.99, p.0.10; item: df53,3, F
50.161, p.0.10!, suggesting thatF3 trajectory duration
was consistent regardless of whether /./ was the single inter-
vocalic consonant, or whether it followed /"/, /3/, /$/, or /,/.
Stress was significant in both subject and item analyses~sub-
ject: df51,6, F528.8, p,0.01; item: df51,3, F599.8, p
,0.001!, indicating that measuredF3 trajectory duration
was different according to stress pattern. The interaction
stress3context, tested in the subject analysis, was not s
nificant ~subject: df54, 23,F51.5 p.0.10!, suggesting that
the effect of stress pattern was consistent across categori
items. There was a significant effect of speaker~item: df56,
18,F523.8,p,0.001! but interactions between context an
speaker~item: df518, 18, F51.1, p.0.10! or stress and
speaker were not significant~item: df56, 18, F51.8, p
.0.10!, suggesting that although speaker identity affec
the duration of measuredF3 trajectories, these effects we
consistent across all other variables. The speaker effec
flected characteristically longer or shorterF3 trajectories for
different speakers, presumably relating to intrinsic diffe
ences between subjects in terms of tongue muscula
mouth size, speech motor habits, etc. Subject-to-subject
ferences for singleton /./ ~/wÄrÄv/! words, for instance,
ranged from speaker BS’s 206 ms to speaker HD’s 264
The overall mean across all subjects and all contexts was
ms.

The stress effect appeared to be due to a tendency fo
F3 trajectory edge detection algorithm to find a longerF3
trajectory ~by approximately 30 ms! in words whose initial
vowel was unstressed. Trajectory length was positively c
related, across speakers and tokens, with the degree to w
an unstressed initial /Ä/ vowel was reduced~to /./!. The
longest trajectory measurements were seen for spea
whose naturalF3 in back and central vowels was relative
low. Because identification of the /./ trajectory beginning
was dependent on the degree of lowering from /Ä/, it is not
clear how much of the stress effect is attributable to exp
sion of the /./-relatedF3 trajectory and how much to diffi
culty in automatic identification of a relatively nonsalie
inflection point. The fact that the slope ofF3 lowering and
trajectory shape was extremely consistent for all spea
across stress suggests the latter~see Fig. 7!.

As noted above, the context factor did not reach sign
cance in either subject or item analyses, suggesting that
jectories for /./ in labial, alveolar, and velar contexts we
similar to those in singleton /./ words. There were no signifi
cant interactions between speaker and context or betw
context and stress, indicating that the effects of context
stress were similar across subjects. Separate subject and
analyses excluding singleton /./ words also showed no sig
3749 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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nificant effect of context; that is, there were no significa
differences in trajectory duration between consonant c
texts /"/, /3/, /$/, or /,/. There was a~nonsignificant! trend in
the data for measured singleton /./ trajectories to be shorte
than those for /Cr/ words by approximately 20 ms.4 Because
trajectories for /wÄrÄv/ words were visually similar to those
with /Cr/ consonants~random groupings of trajectories ap
pearing very like those pictured in Figs. 7 and 8!, we at-
tribute the slightly longer measured trajectory durations
/Cr/ words~versus singleton /./ words! to the existence of the
consonant closure interval and consequent measuremen
tifact due to interpolation~see Sec. II A above!. ~The number
of tokens whereF3 in the closure interval was sufficientl
noisy to require interpolation, and the duration of interp
lated regions was approximately the same for different c
sonant contexts pooled across speakers, although each s
er’s pattern was different.!

3. Effects beyond trajectory edges

As Figs. 7 and 8 indicate, there is some lowering
F3 before trajectory beginning as identified by the automa
procedure. It is possible that such lowering is anticipatory
nature as predicted by the feature spreading model; i.e.,
time at which lowering begins may expand and contract
cording to context. Anticipatory lowering of this type woul
be expected to differ according to the identity of the con
nant before /./; again, earlier lowering would be expecte
when the intervening consonant was labial, while less and
later lowering would be expected when the intervening c
sonant was alveolar or velar. Alternatively, lowering befo
trajectory edge may be part of a stable articulatory comp
of movement for /./. To test this question, formant values fo
/Cr/ and control words with singleton consonants were co
pared. Formant values were measured at syllable peak
determined by an automatic procedure that identified the l
most energy maximum in a 640–2800 Hz band and avera
the frequency value at this point with the values of the p
ceding and following frames. This method identified reliab
formant values in a region both close to trajectory edge
salient for vowel perceptual identity. Syllable peak tim
points are illustrated by arrows in Fig. 3.

If the lowering we see before trajectory edge is und
way by initial syllable peak, we might expect that forma
values for control words would be slightly higher than tho
for /Cr/ words. This will be true whether the lowering re
flects part of a relatively consistent, stable /./-related move-
ment, or if it reflects spreading of the /./-related movement
into preceding segments. However, the feature sprea
model predicts more lowering when the consonant contex
labial than alveolar or velar. If the lowering does not ta
place during the syllable peak, but after it~i.e., if /./-related
lowering does not start until after the syllable peak, we e
pect formant values for control words and /Cr/ words to
the same. The coproduction model predicts that lower
may or may not occur during the initial syllable peak, d
pending on the placement of the stable /./ trajectory relative
to the rest of the word. The amount of any lowering fou
would also be dependent on placement of the trajecto
which might vary according to context. Thus, a finding
3749S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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lowering by itself is compatible with both coarticulatio
models. However, a finding of consistency in the amoun
lowering across different contexts is most compatible w
the coproduction model.

The amount of lowering prior to initial syllable peak wa
tested statistically as follows. Formant values were ente
into subject and item repeated measures analyses as
scribed above for trajectory duration testing, using the f
tors stress~word-initial syllables were stressed or unstress
according to word stress condition!, rhotic ~control words
versus words containing /Cr/ clusters!, consonant~/"/, /$/,
/,/, or /3/! and speaker~subject!. Because of missing /"/ con-
text data from subject RD, two items analyses were p
formed, one using only /$/, /,/, and /3/ contexts and one tha
repeated /3/ data for /"/ context in /"/ cells. The pattern of
results was the same; only the latter analysis is reported
low. Both analyses used means across tokens for sub
3context3stress3rhotic combinations. ~Standard errors
for tokens within cells ranged from 1–141 Hz, with a me
standard error of 37 Hz.5! Overall, the effects of stress an
rhotic were significant in both the subject and items analy
stress~subject: df51, 5,F510.9, p,0.05; item: df51, 10,
F5111.8, p,0.001!, rhotic ~subject: df51, 5, F510.5, p
,0.05; item: df51, 10,F531.9, p,0.001!. These results
were due to overall higherF3 at the measurement point fo
stressed /Ä/ vowels, probably due to reduction during u
stressed vowels, and overall lowerF3 at the measuremen
point for vowels in /Cr/ words, probably due to proximity t
the F3 trajectory. The mean difference betweenF3 at syl-
lable peak for /Cr/ versus control words was 53.4 Hz. T
mean difference betweenF3 at syllable peak for initial stres
versus final stress words was 103.9 Hz. Speaker was n
separate variable in the subject analysis~data entries being
treated as correlated! but was significant in the items analys
~item56,60, F516.6, p,0.001!. This result was expecte
given differences in vocal tract geometry for different spe
ers. The main effect of consonant was significant as w
~subject: df53,15, F54.3, p,0.05; items: df53, 10, F
56.3, p,0.05!, indicating that proximity to different conso
nants affectsF3 during the preceding vowel. Among inte
actions, only those between speaker and variables stres
rhotic were significant; stress3speaker~df56,60, F55.1,
p,0.01!; rhotic3speaker~df56,60,F52.6, p,0.05!. ~In-
teractions with speaker were assessed in the items ana
only, as speaker was not a main variable in the subject an
sis.! The interaction consonant3speaker was not significan
~df518,60,F51.1, p.0.05!. The interaction of stress with
speaker was expected, given that different speakers had
ferent patterns of vowel reduction. The interaction of rho
with speaker indicates different amounts of lowering~in Hz!
for /./ during the preceding vowel. This could be due to t
fact that different speakers have different formant values
F3 during /Ä/, and thus lower less or more for /./ as a normal
part of the /./ trajectory. In addition, we know that speake
differ in the overall duration of their trajectories; if thes
trajectories have stable durations across context they
likely to begin at different points in the vowel~a plausible
version of the coproduction model!. Alternatively, it could
reflect changes in the consonant3rhotic interaction across
3750 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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speakers. This would be a plausible variant of the feat
spreading model. However, such an effect should be ech
in a significant consonant3rhotic interaction and/or a signifi
cant consonant3rhotic3stress interaction. In this study, in
teraction effects between nonspeaker variables were asse
in the subject analysis; none were significant; stress3 rhotic
~subject: df51,5,F50.23,p.0.05!, consonant3stress~sub-
ject: df53,15, F50.18, p.0.05! and consonant3rhotic
~subject: df53,15, F50.44, p.0.05!, stress3consonant
3rhotic ~df53,15, F50.5, p.0.05! ~Similar results were
obtained in a 3-factor ANOVA treating subject and ite
identity as uncorrelated variables, with the exception tha
this analysis no interactions were significant.! The lack of
interaction effects with consonant suggests that early low
ing, like the duration of the bulk of the trajectory itself, is n
affected by consonant context.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: ARTICULATORY MOVEMENT
FOR /./

A. Methodology

To get some idea of correspondence betweenF3 trajec-
tory and articulatory movement of the tongue, and to confi
the validity of theF3 trajectory duration measure, articula
tory plus acoustic data were obtained from one speaker,
who produced a subset of the experimental corpus lis
above. These articulatory data from RD were used to c
firm: ~a! that the acoustic time course ofF3 represents the
articulatory time course of~primary constriction! tongue
movement for /./, ~b! that use of the ‘‘lower’’ rather than
‘‘upper’’ path for this subject, and, by analogy, other su
jects, is the appropriate acoustic index of /./, and ~c! that
articulatory trajectories show shape and duration consiste
similar to that found forF3 trajectories. Because of the di
ficulty of visually or algorithmically separating tongu
movement for /./ from that for /,/ and /$/, only the compari-
son between singleton /./ and /3./ contexts is shown here.

The corpus included all nonsense words with the exc
tion of /wÄbÄv/ and /wÄbrÄv/ as well as real words with
parallel structure. Movement of two electromagnetic tra
ducers placed on the tongue tip and tongue dorsum was
corded via an Electro-Magnetic Midsagittal Articulomet
~EMMA ! apparatus~Perkellet al., 1992!. The acoustic sig-
nal was recorded with a directional microphone. The sub
was seated in a quiet room and produced the experime
stimuli in randomized order by visual reference to a list s
pended at eye level. The subject’s head was restrained f
movement by a specially designed headpiece. Transdu
were attached to the subject’s tongue at approximately 1
5 cm from the apex of the tongue tip along the tongue m
line. Again, the speaker was instructed to maintain a con
tent speaking rate. Movement in the anterior-posterior (X)
and superior-inferior (Y) dimension was recorded separate
for the tongue tip~TT! and the tongue dorsum~TD! trans-
ducer. Movement signals were digitized simultaneously w
the audio signals at a rate of 312.5 Hz. Acoustic form
track data and movement signal frame rates were matche
recomputing the acoustic formant tracks with a 51.2-ms w
dow and a 3.2-ms frame rate. These were aligned by tak
3750S. Boyce and C. Espy-Wilson: Coarticulatory stability of /./
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into account a shift of half the window length~i.e., eight
sample points!.

B. Correspondence of acoustic and articulatory time
course for singleton / ./ words

Subject RD generally raised his tongue tip to make t
primary constriction for /./ @except for the /,./ context,
where tongue dorsum was raised~Espy-Wilson and Boyce,
1994!#. The correspondence between articulatory moveme
and F3 trajectory for /./ proper was explored in detail as
follows: For 11 tokens of intervocalic /./ ~six tokens of
/wÄrÄv/, two tokens of ‘‘pariah,’’ two tokens of ‘‘barom-
eter’’ and one token of ‘‘bar’’!, maximum tongue tip trans-
ducer ~TTY! and minimumF3 values were determined by
automatic procedure. These were an average of 21.5 ms a
in time, with the F3 minimum occurring after the TTY
maximum in all cases~range: 6–38 ms!. When measurement
error was taken into account~i.e., ranges of TTY orF3
points to the left and right of extrema within a measureme
error of 0.3 mm for TTY and 10 Hz forF3!,6 the TTY
maximum overlapped with the leftmostF3 minimum in all
cases. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows the acous
F3 trajectory for tokens of /’wÄrÄv/, /’wÄvrÄv/, and
/’wÄvÄv/ together with time-aligned superior-inferior (Y)
movement of the tongue tip. Ranges forF3 minimum and
TTY maximum are indicated by rectangular boxes. As
previous figures,F3 and TTY values start at the beginning

FIG. 9. ~a! F3 tracks shown in part~c! of Fig. 5 for speaker RD.~b!
Corresponding articulatory data showing the time course of the upw
~superior-inferior! movement of the tongue tip during the /ÄrÄ/ of /’wÄrÄv/,
the /ÄvrÄ/ of /’wÄvrÄv/, and the /ÄvÄ/ of /’wÄvÄv/.
3751 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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of the stressed /Ä/ and end with the end of the unstressed /Ä/.
It is clear from Fig. 9 that the acousticF3 trajectory and the
TTY trajectory parallel each other. No clear demarcation
ists in the articulatory TTY data to correspond with the i
flection points on theF3 trajectory, i.e., whereF3 became
unambiguously associated with /./, but the tongue tip and
F3 tracks show broad peaks and valleys occurring at c
gruent points in time. These data confirm that theF3 trajec-
tory is a reasonable index of articulatory movement for /./.

Articulatory data from /Cr/ tokens also confirmed th
movement related to /./ was reflected in ‘‘lower’’ rather than
‘‘upper’’ path F3 trajectories. This is shown in Fig. 9, whic
combines the acoustic trajectories shown in Fig. 5 with th
associated TTY movement. As noted above, the T
maxima andF3 minima for the ‘‘lower path’’ occur at syn-
chronous points in time. In contrast, the same comparison
the ‘‘upper path’’ trajectory in /’wÄvrÄv/ reveals no visible
congruence of timing. Rather, the ‘‘upper path’’ resemb
the TTY trajectory for /’wÄvÄv/ in that both show little
change fromF3 and tongue movement position for /Ä/.
These data confirm that the acoustic ‘‘upper path’’ data
flect articulatory shaping of the vocal tract specific to /3/.

Altogether, congruent relationships between t
‘‘lower’’ F3 trajectory track and maximum TTY moveme
~or maximum TDY, for /,./ words! were characteristic of al
real and nonsense words containing /./ produced by subjec
RD. We interpret this trajectory congruence~F3 lowering
and TTY raising for /$./, F3 lowering and TDY raising for
/,./! as showing that, everything else being equal, ‘‘low
path’’ F3 lowering in the acoustic domain is a reasona
index of the time course of articulatory movement specific
/./.

IV. CONCLUSION

The data in this study demonstrate thatF3 trajectories
for /./, for any one subject, show relatively consistent du
tion and shape across a number of variables that migh
expected to affect the way /./ is articulated. Notably, the
qualitative similarity in trajectory shape suggests that du
tion for all components ofF3 trajectories—early onset~low-
ering!, extremum, and offset~raising!—remains consisten
across phonetic context. Similarly, the measured duration
the full F3 trajectory is consistent across phonetic contex
Thus it appears that whether the segment preceding /./ is
alveolar, velar, labial, or vocalic does not affect the essen
shape or duration of theF3 trajectory. In a global sense, th
result is more consistent with the coproduction model
coarticulation, which predicts that articulatory trajectories
a particular segment will tend to show stable profiles acr
segmental contexts, than with the traditional ‘‘featu
spreading’’ model, which predicts thatF3 trajectories will
change shape and duration~i.e., lengthen or shorten! accord-
ing to the articulatory and acoustic requirements of the
joining segments. Given the results reported here, it is
clear whether stress change accompanied by vowel reduc
operates to changeF3 trajectory duration~primarily by flat-
tening the lowering curve from the initial vowel!. Note that
an effect of this nature due to stress is consistent with b
coarticulation models. However, the minimal effect of vow

rd
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reduction and/or stress on trajectory shape seen in the pre
data suggests that any effect is minor at best.

As noted above, /./ is an articulatorily complex segmen
involving variant forms of tongue tip and tongue body mov
ment as well as varying combinations of these with lab
and pharyngeal narrowing. Subjects may have a numbe
strategies available to deal with articulatory difficulty
combining /./ with alveolar or velar contexts. For instance
speaker may alternate between use of /./ variants so as to us
the tongue dorsum for /./ in alveolar contexts, and the tongu
tip for /./ in velar contexts~Espy-Wilson and Boyce, 1994!.
From our articulatory data, it appears that subject RD u
compatible forms of retroflex /./ in /$./ contexts and
bunched /./ in /,./ contexts. The acoustic evidence presen
for the subjects examined here does not allow us to iden
the precise articulatory mechanisms involved in produc
/./ for the remaining subjects, words, and contexts exami
here. However, even if we assume that the subjects in
study used varied articulatory strategies, and that these s
egies varied both idiosyncratically and by context, we mig
expect such variation in articulatory strategies to result
some degree of variability of acoustic patterns for /./ coar-
ticulation between speakers and across contexts. Certa
we know of no external articulatory factors that would pr
vent /./ variation in duration and shape over context. In vie
of this articulatory complexity, the consistency in durati
and shape exhibited in this study by the acousticF3 trajec-
tory for /./ across contexts is notable. This is particularly t
case when we consider the similarity between singleton./
and labial contexts, and between labial and lingual conson
environments. Altogether, these results suggest that artic
tory movement for /./ may be organized specifically t
achieve a consistent acoustic pattern. In other words,
maintenance of acoustic~and articulatory! movement pro-
files over segmental context may be an organizing princ
of the speech system.

This study started with an observation of consistency
F3 trajectories, accompanied by speculation that much
what appears to be variability in the acoustic record is m
apparent than real. Consequently, we suggest that muc
what has been described as phonological and coarticula
interaction between /./ and surrounding segments can be
tributed to trajectory overlap and ‘‘sliding’’ rather tha
‘‘spreading’’ of /./-related characteristics and attenda
change in the articulatory plan for /./. With regard to pos-
sible articulatory mechanisms of trajectory maintenance,
can only speculate. One possibility is that subjects ‘‘swa
between bunched and retroflex articulations of /./ according
to the requirements of context. Alternatively, the fact th
overlapping constrictions for obstruents such as /,/ and /$/
interfered so little withF3 trajectories for /./ suggests tha
constriction location is less important than some other m
nipulation of the vocal tract affecting resonance. That is, p
haps the primary producer of /./-related movement, and th
source of its uniquely lowF3, is not the tongue tip or tongu
dorsum place of articulationper se, but simultaneous nar
rowing at some more peripheral portion of the vocal tract,
the formation of an extra resonating cavity, or some comp
interaction between these factors. It will be necessary, in
3752 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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future, to expand these findings to additional data from r
words, with different articulators, and with different numbe
of syllables and different vocalic contexts.
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tion at the lips, and/or extension of the vocal tract lengthwise such
occurs during lip protrusion, will lowerF3, but probably by no more than
200–300 Hz~Kewley-Port, 1982; Espy-Wilson and Boyce, unpublish
modeling study!.
2In situations where there was no clear acoustic landmark separating a s
vowel from an adjacent vowel, the heuristic rule applied for segmenta
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remainder to the semivowel.
3HSS and MS had participated in an earlier pilot study of four subje
whose results resemble those produced here. At that time, neither
aware of the purpose of the study. BS was a researcher associated wi
study.
4A three-factor analysis of variance using tokens, in which speaker-
item-specific characteristics were treated as uncorrelated variables, yie
a similar pattern of results. The one exception was a significant differe
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tion between context and subject, whereby speakers WJ and HD sho
longer measured trajectories in /Cr/ words~see Sec. II A 2 for a possible
explanation!. This effect was not significant in the repeated measures an
sis, which takes account of intraspeaker correlations.
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6Frequency resolution for theESPS/WAVES formant tracker in theF3 fre-
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When an all-pole model was assumed, frequency was matched to with
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includes an antiresonance is not known, we used 10 Hz as a conserv
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